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ABSTRACT
BlockMax WAND (BMW) and its variants can effectively prune low-scoring documents for fast top-k disjunctive query processing. This paper studies a boosting approach that further accelerates document retrieval by executing BMW, or one of its variants, on a sequence of posting windows with an order prioritized to tighten the threshold bound earlier. This optimization could add benefits to safely eliminate more operations involved in posting block visitation and document score evaluation. This paper evaluates such index navigation for BMW and two of its variants.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Document retrieval for top-k search with disjunctive query semantics identifies all documents containing at least one query term, and it often uses a simple additive linear ranking to select top-k results for later-stage re-ranking. This initial stage of query processing is time-consuming in searching over a large document set. Dynamic pruning techniques such as MaxScore [33], WAND [2], and BlockMax WAND (BMW) [12] can greatly speed up the top-k document retrieval process by skipping the evaluation of documents that are unable to appear in the final top-k results. As posting lists are often compressed in blocks, BMW [12] stores the maximum score per block and leverages such scores to skip unnecessary decompression and inspections of posting blocks. There are various improvements following the work of BMW (e.g. [6, 10, 16, 17, 20–23, 25, 26, 29, 31]) and the next section discusses some of them.

Pruning of posting block visitations or document evaluations happens if the top-k threshold lower bound is higher than the estimated ranking score upper bounds for documents, and the effectiveness of pruning heavily depends on the tightness of the updated threshold lower bound. BMW and its variants visit the posting lists typically following an increasing order of document IDs. The question posed in this paper is whether posting visitation order can be changed to examine query-specific high-scoring documents first, which naturally tightens the threshold bound earlier and thus helps to skip more operations.

The main contribution of this paper is a complementary scheme to safely accelerate BMW or its variants by changing their way of visiting the index through window navigation with adaptive probing. Without changing the internal core structure of BMW or its variants, we consider document retrieval flows through document ID windows and prioritizes a subset of windows that may hold high-scoring documents for a given query. That results in earlier pruning of many windows and the retrieval only navigates through unpruned windows while following a dynamically-selected order. We have evaluated the application of our technique in BMW with uniform block sizes, variable-sized BMW [22], and DBMW with document-ID-oriented blocks [10, 11]. Our evaluation finds that the proposed technique can significantly reduce the query time for short queries with 2 and 3 terms, and a certain range of k values.

2 DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND
The top-k search problem uses an inverted index with a set of terms, and a document posting list of each term represents documents that contain such a term. Ranking for document retrieval uses a simple additive formula based on term features of each document which is RankScore(d) = \sum_{t \in Q} w_t S(t, d), where Q is the set of all search terms, S(t, d) is the feature score of term t for document d, and w_t is the weight for the corresponding term. An example of the additive formula is widely used BM25 [15]. A posting record of each term contains document ID and its term feature score.

BMW [12] assumes that a posting list, sorted in ascending order of document IDs, is compressed and stored in blocks. Some information of a posting block p can be accessible without decompression, and such information contains the maximum weighted term feature score among all documents and the maximum document ID in this block, denoted as BlockMax(p) and MaxDocID(p).

Our work is inspired by the candidate filtering approach [10, 24] which divides the scope of document IDs visited during document retrieval as a sequence of equal-sized windows. A query processing scheme to call a Live Block computation scheme that detects if a window can be pruned. Window pruning is related to interval-based pruning in [3]. These techniques prune a window or an interval when the estimated score upper bound is below the top-k threshold, and a similar technique is used in the local Block-Max method [29]. Following the posting block window setting of [10, 11], to further improve efficiency, LazyBM in [17] combines the WAND-based and MaxScore [33]-based pruning. The major difference of our effort compared to the above work is that we do not execute
the document retrieval strictly in a sorted order of document IDs, and we dynamically detect and prioritize windows that may hold high-scoring documents. The work in [3] proposes to use a sorted order of its intervals in terms of interval score upper bound, which has an expensive sorting and execution logic, and outweighs its benefits as verified in [17]. Our work uses a fast selection strategy in a linear complexity to identify a set of windows that hold high scoring documents while we do not explicitly sort them.

Our work is orthogonal to the previous work that improves BMW as we can use a variation of BMW in our algorithm instead of the original BMW. One class of improvement is to estimate top-

k threshold in advance before running BMW based on sampling, feature-based prediction, and past queries [9, 16, 25, 26, 28, 34]. The second class is to use a tiered index [7, 8, 28]. A posting block is a set of posting blocks aligned with the maximum IDs of posting blocks for two terms. Notice that posting blocks in windows that are inspected by an BMW adds field pBlockMax(p) as a small extra space overhead for each posting block.

We define \( \Omega(Z) \) as the top-k threshold found by running Block-Max WAND through top \( Z \) windows with the highest WinMax values, for a given set of windows. Define \( \Gamma(W) \) as the highest rank score of documents that appear in window \( W \).

If we arbitrarily select \( k \) windows, at least \( k \) distinct documents can be returned, and their minimum rank score can be used as a lower bound of the final top-k threshold. Our goal is to find most promising windows and probe these windows with BMW to yield documents whose rank scores can be close to those of final top-k documents. With \( N \) being the total number of windows, we set parameter value \( Z \) to limit the number of such promising windows with the largest WinMax values to be probed.

The question is, how to find a good value for \( Z \)? A smaller and the earlier derivation of the top-k threshold bound will create more opportunities to prune the unnecessary visitations of posting blocks and their documents. \( Z \) needs to be sufficiently larger than \( k \) since the highest-scoring document of the top window with the largest WinMax value may not be included in the final top-k documents. It is challenging to find an optimal solution and our idea is to find a reasonable cutoff value \( Z \) which satisfies

\[
\min(Z \geq \alpha \ast k \text{ such that } \Omega(Z) \geq \text{WinMax}(W^Z))
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a constant and \( W^Z \) is the window which has the \( Z \)-th largest WinMax value. Let \( N^Z \) denote the set of the remaining \( N - Z \) windows which are not in top \( Z \). The above inequality means \( Z \) is sufficiently large to discover a tight bound for top-k threshold \( \theta \). Then all windows in \( N^Z \) can be pruned because

\[
\Omega(Z) \geq \text{WinMax}(W^Z) \geq \max_{p \in N^Z} \text{WinMax}(p) \geq \max_{p \in N^Z} \Gamma(p).
\]

To find the minimum value for \( Z \) following the above inequality efficiently, we first use an exponential probing strategy by guessing a series of cutoff point candidates \( Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_t \) where \( Z_i = Z_1 \ast b^{i-1} \) and \( b \) is a constant. In our evaluation, we use \( b = 8 \) and \( \alpha = 12.8 \).

**Description of BMW\(^P\)** is presented as follows.

- Derive the block-aligned document ID windows based on the posting block metadata of searched terms.
- We let \( Z_1 = \alpha k \) as a starting value, \( Z_2 = Z_1 \ast b, \ldots, \) and \( Z_t = Z_1 \ast b^{t-1} \) until \( Z_t > N \).
- Find the top \( Z_i \) window positions in the derived \( N \) windows where \( 1 \leq i \leq t \). That is done recursively as follows:
  - Find top \( Z_t \) windows among all \( N \) windows using a quick selection algorithm [5].
  - Recursively find top \( Z_{t-1} \) windows among top \( Z_{t-1} \) windows.
- This procedure ends when we find top \( Z_t \) windows.

Starting from \( Z_1 \), run BMW on posting blocks in selected windows \( Z_i \) from \( i = 1 \) to \( t \) until we find the smallest \( j \) value such that \( \Omega(Z_j) \geq \text{WinMax}(W^{Z_j}) \). Let \( Z_j \) be the smallest \( Z_i \) found.

In case that the \( j \) value derived above is \( j = t \), and it does not satisfy \( \Omega(Z_j) \geq \text{WinMax}(W^{Z_j}) \), the final pass is to set \( \theta = \Omega(Z_j) \), and prune any un-probed window \( W \) in \( N^Z_j \) if it satisfies \( \theta > \text{WinMax}(W) \). Then execute BMW through all the surviving windows, and continue to update the top-k threshold \( \theta \). During this process, prune any window \( W \) satisfying \( \theta > \text{WinMax}(W) \).

Notice that posting blocks in windows that are inspected by an earlier round of probing will be annotated with a special mark on their metadata, and will not be re-inspected in a later round when running BMW. Thus during the final pass that has to run BMW through the surviving \( N - Z_t \) windows, windows that have been examined earlier will not be re-examined again.

**Example.** Fig. 1 shows retrieval navigation for a two-term query with 6 windows \( W_1, \ldots, W_6 \) in ascending order of document ID ranges. The descending order of windows in their WinMax values is \( W_5, W_3, W_1, W_4, W_3 \) and \( W_6 \), even though the algorithm does
not explicitly derive this order. The left side of this figure shows that BMW plans to probe top \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) windows where \( Z_1 = 2, Z_2 = 4, k = 1, \) and \( \alpha = 2 \). The right side shows the actual windows visited during retrieval. The top window locating step identifies \( W_2 \) and \( W_4 \) are the 2nd and 4th top positions. Round 1 probes top 2 windows \( W_2 \) and \( W_5 \). Round 2 probes the top 4 windows \( W_1, W_2, W_4, \) and \( W_5 \) while skipping \( W_2 \) and \( W_5 \) marked with a strike-through (since they have been probed), and their corresponding BMW execution is depicted by dotted arrows. The details on how to do skipping these windows with a strike-through are discussed in the next paragraph. For the final pass, assuming the derived threshold \( \Omega(4) \geq \text{WinMax}(W_4) \), the two un-probed windows \( W_3 \) and \( W_6 \) are pruned immediately and marked with slashes because \( \Omega(4) \geq \Gamma(W_3) \) and \( \Omega(4) \geq \Gamma(W_6) \). That is inferred by the fact that \( \Omega(4) \geq \text{WinMax}(W_4) \), and we also know that \( \text{WinMax}(W_1) \geq \max(\text{WinMax}(W_2), \text{WinMax}(W_3)) \). In summary, index navigation with probing selects and visits a total of 4 windows in the order of \( W_2, W_5, W_1, \) and \( W_4 \) to safely complete the document retrieval.

\[ Z_1 \quad Z_2 \]  
\[ \text{WinMax order: } W_2, W_5, W_1, W_4, W_6 \]  
\[ \text{Probing #1 plan: } W_2, W_5 \]  
\[ \text{Probing #2 plan: } W_5, W_2, W_1, W_4 \]  
\[ \text{Final pass plan: } W_5, W_2, W_1, W_4, W_3, W_6 \]  
\[ \text{Actual windows visited: } W_2, W_5, W_1, W_4 \]

![Figure 1: Navigation of windows with 2-round probing](image)

**Modified BMW for inspecting only selected windows.** We apply BMW as described in [12] with some changes in its two functions \( \text{Next}(d) \) and \( \text{NextShallow}(d) \). Function \( \text{Next}(d) \) returns the first posting record whose document ID is no less than \( d \). Function \( \text{NextShallow}(d) \), described in Section 5.1 of [12], returns the first posting block whose maximum document ID is no less than \( d \), without loading and decompressing the data of any block. To apply BMW on a specific set of windows, we first mark each posting block in all selected windows by examining the metadata of all posting blocks without any block data decompression. Next, we can apply BMW directly on posting blocks window by window from the beginning in ascending order of document IDs. The modified functions \( \text{Next}(d) \) and \( \text{NextShallow}(d) \) return the first posting record or posting block, skipping all marked posting blocks.

**Time cost of BMW**. For simplicity, the cost of index loading from a disk is not included. Notice that many search systems pre-load compressed index into memory [13]. The total time cost for multi-round probing plus the final pass using BMW is \( O(N) + O(T_{\text{BMW}}) + O(I_{\text{BMW}}) \). Here \( T_{\text{BMW}} \) is the time cost for running BMW through top \( Z_j \) windows with the largest \( \text{WinMax} \) values and \( I_{\text{BMW}} \) is the time for running BMW through the remaining windows. The item \( O(N) \) is the time cost for driving windows from the posting block metadata of searched terms, and for locating the top scored window positions \( Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_t \). Cost of window generation is linear to the number of windows, which is proportional to the number of posting blocks. Finding the first position \( Z_t \) is \( O(N) \) with a \( O(N) \) quick selection algorithm, and the next position \( Z_{t-1} \) costs \( \frac{N}{Z_t} \). With the recursion ended at \( Z_1 \), the total time to locate these \( t \) positions are \( O(N + \frac{N}{Z_t} + \frac{N}{Z_{t-1}} + \cdots) \), which is less than \( O(N \frac{N}{Z_t}) \).

Since the documents in windows are only visited during window-driven index navigation, the total cost of running BMW in BMW is bounded by the total time for running an original BMW through all windows in a document ID sorted order while BMW should skip more operations related to block visits and document evaluation.

### 4 EVALUATION

**Datasets.** The experiments are performed on the ClueWeb 2009 TREC category B with 33.6 million documents after filtering with Waterloo spam score [4] threshold 60. The header and body text for all documents is extracted using Indri [27]. All words are lowercased and stemmed using the Krovetz stemmer [18]. The inverted index is compressed using SIMD-BP128 [19]. We use TREC 2006 Efficiency Track topics where each query term has more than 100 postings. We randomly select 2500 queries containing two to six terms, where the length distributions are 16.8%, 28.2%, 27.7%, 17.3%, and 10.0%.

**Testing environment.** The algorithms evaluated are implemented in C++, and compiled with GCC 4.8.5 using the highest optimization settings. For the block partitioning in VBMW, we use the released code from [22]. The experiments are conducted with Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 2.50GHz and 128GB memory. Query processing times are reported in milliseconds using one CPU core on average with multiple runs. Ranking follows the linear additive formula BM25 [15]. Before timing the queries, all compressed posting lists and metadata for tested queries are loaded into memory, and the previous work typically makes the same assumption [17, 22].

**Baselines.** We apply our scheme to BMW with uniform block sizes (64 postings); VBMW [22] with variable-sized blocks (the average size is 64 postings); and DBMW [10, 11] for document-ID-oriented blocks where each block covers 1024 consecutive document IDs. We assume that the block metadata for VBMW is preloaded with space optimization described in [10, 11]. LazyBM [17] belongs to the same sub-family as DBMW with the same posting structure. We have not used LazyBM [17] as its implementation is not in public domain yet, and our current implementation of LazyBM is still slower than DBMW. We will study this more in the future.

**A comparison with the baselines.** Table 1 reports the mean query times in milliseconds for different algorithms with query lengths varying from 2 to 6. The window-driven execution of VBMW and DBMW is denoted as VBMW and DBMW respectively. This table also lists the 95th percentile tail latency for each query length within parentheses, corresponding to the response time occurring in the 95th percentile, as defined in [20]. Table 2 further shows the reduction ratio of the mean time for different query length and \( k \) values. A negative ratio indicates an improvement while a positive ratio indicates a degradation, and the overhead of probing and window navigation outweighs benefits.

BMW significantly outperforms BMW for 2 terms with all tested \( k \) values and for 3 terms with \( k \leq 100 \). For the mean time and 2 terms, BMW is 3.5x and 1.2x faster than BMW when \( k = 10 \) and \( k = 1000 \), respectively. For the tail latency and 2 terms, it is 4.9x and 1.8x faster when \( k = 10 \) and \( k = 1000 \), respectively. For 4 or more terms, BMW loses its advantages when \( k \geq 50 \). For long
queries, WinMax value is less accurate as a proxy for possible document scores. As $k$ becomes larger, window navigation with probing becomes less effective, especially for long queries. One reason is that the gap of average score between top-$k$ documents and remaining documents becomes smaller when $k$ is large, and thus earlier probing becomes less effective for window pruning.

Like BMW, applying the proposed technique makes VBMW and DBMW significantly faster for queries with 2 terms and $k \leq 1000$ and with 3 terms and $k \leq 100$. When $k = 10$, VBMW becomes 7.8x and 10x faster for the mean and tail latencies, respectively. The reduction ratio when applied to VBMW is in general higher than BMW because the variable block size design in VBMW makes BlockMax value closer to the score average within a block and hence WinMax value is more accurate as a proxy for possible document scores. DBMW$P$ also does very well for 2 and 3 terms, and because each equal sized block uses consecutive IDs, the cost of window generation is zero, which reduces optimization overhead.

Table 1 also lists WAND [2] and interval-pruning [3] integrated with BMW-based traversal (denoted as IBMW) in Rows 11 and 12 as a reference point. In general, they are slower than the other algorithms, and IBMW costs too much in interval generation. Impact of adaptive probing. Row 5 of Table 1 lists the time of BMW without probing, denoted as BMW$w$. It simply generates windows and runs the final BMW pass. Even though some windows are pruned, the overhead of generating windows and window pruning outweighs the benefits, and the overall time is even slower than BMW. Another alternative, denoted as BMW$w$ in Row 6, is to sort all block-aligned windows first and visit them in a descending order of their WinMax values. BMW$P$ outperforms BMW$w$ significantly, which illustrates the benefits of adaptive probing. It is too expensive to sort and jump around to access the sorted windows.

Time cost breakdown. Table 3 shows the breakdown of query processing time for BMW$P$, and the total number of windows handled. The percentage of window selection cost in the total cost is small, varying from 2.6% to 5.5%. If our fast $O(N)$ selection method is not used, sorting based on WinMax would be $O(N \log N)$ cost, where $N$ is the total number of windows, and this translates to about 7x to 10x more cost. Specifically, sorting all windows explicitly would cost 3.0ms, 11.8ms, 27.2ms, 44.1ms, and 65.1ms for query length from 2 to 6, respectively. That would add too much overhead.

The time cost distribution of BMW$P$ is similar proportionally as that of BMW$P$. For DBMW$P$, there is no cost for window generation. As every posting block covers 1024 document IDs uniformly, there are total about fixed 33,000 windows for this ClueWeb dataset.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper proposes and evaluates a performance boosting scheme for BMW or its variants by changing their top-$k$ search flow with window navigation and adaptive probing. The evaluation shows this technique can offer a significant speed advantage for short queries with a certain range of $k$ values. For the mean response time, the reduction ratio varies from 16.6% to 90.9% with 2 terms and $k \leq 1000$, and from 11.0% to 65.8% with 3 terms and $k \leq 100$. The reduction trend is similar for the 95th percentile tail latency.

Considering that the average number of words in queries of popular search engines is between 2 and 3 [14, 30], the proposed technique can be very effective for a search engine which deploys many disjoint index partitions and when $k$ does not need to be large for each individual partition that contributes part of top results.
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